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Book Descriptions:

boss re-20 roland space echo manual

Stay up to date with Roland news, artists, promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key
features, functions and operational tips. The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected
to the latest products, exciting events, and much more. Stay up to date with Roland news, artists,
promotions, events, and more. Provides an overview of key features, functions and operational tips.
The BOSS Worldwide Social Network keeps you connected to the latest products, exciting events,
and much more. In no event shall Roland Corporation be liable to endusers for any damages
whatsoever, including but not limited to financial damages for any loss of profits or information
arising from the use of, or inability to use this updater. The foregoing provision is effective even if
Roland Corporation has been advised of the possibility of such damages. Please read carefully the
terms of this License Agreement before installing or using the SOFTWARE. By installing, copying, or
starting the use of the SOFTWARE, you hereby consent to the terms of this License Agreement.Use
of the SOFTWARE shall include loading the SOFTWARE into temporary memory i.e., RAM or
installing the SOFTWARE into storage media i.e., hard disk of the computer on which you will use
the SOFTWARE.Therefore, you must treat the SOFTWARE like any other copyrighted material i.e., a
book or a CD. All rights that are not provided for herein are reserved by Roland.But you may
permanently transfer the SOFTWARE and accompanying printed materials provided you retain no
copies of the Software and recipient agrees to the terms of this License Agreement. If the
SOFTWARE has been updated or upgraded, any transfer of the SOFTWARE must include the most
recent update and all prior versions.You shall not use the remaining forms of media on another
computer.Please read the instructions completely, and please note that you should use the
SOFTWARE AT YOUR OWN
RISK.http://southbeachnightclubpromotions.com/stock/userfiles/daiwa-millionaire-ii-500m-manual.x
ml
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In no event shall Roland be liable to endusers for any damages whatsoever, including but not limited
to financial damages for any loss of profits or information arising from the use of, or inability to use
this product. The foregoing provision is effective even if Roland has been advised of the possibility of
such damages. Even if the SOFTWARE has any material, verifiable, and reproducible program
errors, Roland shall have no liability to modify such errors.Upon such termination, you shall
immediately stop using the SOFTWARE.All rights reserved. The manual No part of this publication
may be reproduced in Even today, with the machine no longer in production, it remains a world
famous device that is still widely acclaimed. The frequency response is flat when the knob is at the
center position; turning the knob to the right clockwise boosts the high frequencies, while turning it
to the left cuts the high frequencies. BASS Knob Adjusts the echo’s lowfrequency range. When this
occurs, install new batteries. The TAP indicator flashes rapidly, and the setting is saved to the
RE20’s memory. When setting is saved, the TAP indicator remains lit, and the RE20 returns to its
normal operating status. This produces an even greater effect when played back in stereo. FEDERAL
COMMUNICATIONS COMMISSION RADIO FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE STATEMENT This
equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B digital device, pursuant
to Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Roland and BOSS have recreated every sonic detail and nuance of the
original. Experience the legendary tapeecho sound of the RE201, and get “lost in space” with this
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retromodern marvel. While the sound is vintage, the functionality is not. Sounds can be manipulated
in real time using the taptempo function or a separately available expression pedal like the Roland
EV5. 11 modes are available via the Mode Selector switch, varying the combination of reverb and
echo, as well as offering reverb only.http://stroi-sistema.ru/img/daiwa-procaster-100hl-manual.xml

Front panel controls include Input Volume, a Mode Selector, Echo Volume, Intensity, Repeat Rate,
Bass, Treble, and Reverb Volume. It is also quite common that customers throw outUser manuals are
alsoTry Google Search! Manual Coles Microphones 4038 Stereo Mount for Studio Ribbon 4038 SM
Posted by Ruth 20200810 180004 Coles 4038 stereo mount. Peavey Peavey Delta Blues 115Tweed
30 watt Guitar Amp Peavey Delta Blues 115 Tweed Tube Guitar Amplifier 03327810 Posted by
20200808 235004 please pdf the manual on this amp. Follow this Product Overview The RE20 Space
Echo is modeled after the Roland RE201 Space Echo, a studiostandard tape echo renowned for its
characterrich, asymmetrical delay. The pedal features 11 modes, controls for both the reverb and
echo sections, and a pressandhold function that generates fluttery warble. Video Gallery Product
Specs Brand Boss Model RE20 Space Echo Finish Green Year 2007 2019 Made In Taiwan Show
More Similar Products From the Price Guide Sell Yours Please check the fields highlighted in
red.Currency. Even if chocolate chip is on your mind, our cookies make an important contribution to
a great shopping experience. They help us to show you relevant offers, remember your settings to
ease navigation on our website and alert us when the website is slow or unstable. You can view and
manage further details and options here.Always with customised added value for musicians. Close
Service Contact us Help In the 70s, this unit shaped the sound of many successful bands such as
Pink Floyd. Of these, 159 customers have written no texts or given their feedback in another
language. 4 62 Customers 62 customers have given this product a 4star rating. Of these, 58
customers have written no texts or given their feedback in another language. 3 10 Customers 10
customers have given this product a 3star rating. Of these, 10 customers have written no texts or
given their feedback in another language.

2 1 1 Customer One customer has rated this product with one star. The Boss RE20 Space Echo
features both delay and reverb and gives you the ability to mix between both. Tweaking on the
controls the delay can repitch which sounds amazing. The unit can be used as a DI effect or you can
use on a bus if you choose, there are inputs and outputs for both. I like the feature where the light
simulates the old school tape running, a nice touch.The Boss RE20 Space Echo is a solid built unit as
you would expect from boss. I use this Boss RE20 Space Echo in a home studio with a selection of
synthesisers and drum machines so not generally running a guitar through it. To finish, this is a
fantastic delay pedal, capable of reproducing a wide array of delay effects. I would say this unit is
good value for money. Send report Total handling features sound quality TAPETASTIC. LizzardMan,
24.06.2019 I picked up the space echo to use on my live bored as a guitar delay. I was looking for
something with an enticing character and old school sound the RE20 has delivered hand over fist in
those aspects. There is a sense of air and space when using this delay that can only usally be found
at a higher price point. However, I do feel that the combined reverb and delay settings can tend to
wash out the direct signal when not in an Fx loop and in live environments the input gain can be
sensitive depending on the pedals placement. Send report Total handling features sound quality A
good one for your twang Jorma, 03.08.2013 I thought and planned for the echo machine a long time,
finally deciding on this one after a lot of reading reviews and listening to advice.But thats nitpicking
probably. And its proven to be great in gigs, too. Send report Total handling features sound quality
Best roland re201 emulation 16.06.2014 It sounds awsome. Just like an re201 without the hiss. You
cant sychronize it perfectly by tapping or by the rate knob but I guess that is part of the original
re201 sound.

Its not just for guitar. It fits all kinds of instruments and it can make a lifeless digital synthesizer
sound much more interesting. Send report Read all 116 reviews Rate product Available immediately
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Available immediately This item is in stock and can be dispatched immediately. Standard Delivery
Times Modulation Effects Pedals The term modulation in its broadest sense covers a range of sonic
effects, from the subtlest chorus to earbending ring modulation. Subscribe to our free newsletter
They require constant maintenence and replacement tape is getting hard to find. With technology
now you are able to get a pedal that can simulate all the nuances of a real tape delay in a digital
unit. With the RE20 Boss has been able to replicate the classic Roland RE201 SPace Echo in digital
form. If you remember the old RE201 it was a big monster of a unit full of delicate electronics and
tape. The RE20 is a twin pedal unit with 8 knobs on the front. The pedals control the on and off of
the delay and the tap function. The 8 knobs are Bass, Treble, Reverb volume, Repeat Rate, Intensity
and Echo volume. There is also a large 12 mode selector. The unit also had twin inputs and outputs.
It also has a jack for an expression pedal UTILIZATION The win pedals are large but they are not
labeled. All the knobs are large and labeled. The knobs are big enough to where you can adjust the
settings on the fly. The peak level LED is nice so you can see how hard you are pushing the pedal.
The tap tempo pedal does what it says. It allows you to tap out a tempo for the delay. If you hold
down the tap pedal it also allows you to change the intensity of the delay. You can use batteries but I
would not recommend it. A pedal this large will go through batteries very fast. SOUND QUALITY It
has a normal mode and long mode. Normal mode gets you up to 3 seconds of delay while long mode
gets you up to 6 seconds of delay. The 12 mode selector replicates the 12 modes the original tape
delay had.

The RE201 had different modes that used the different tape heads to get different sounds from the
delay. The RE20 simulates this digitally. Some of these different modes are a bit noisy. This may also
be on purpose replicating the extra noise you would get from a real tape delay unit. At subtle setting
it can act like a reverb pedal and at extreme settings the sound is extreme. Turning up the reverb
can get you some crazy sounds. You can even get some wah sounds with this. OVERALL OPINION If
you want or had an old Roland RE201 tape delay and are looking for something cheaper and more
reliable this could be the unit for you. It has a ton of features more than anyone should need from
just a delay pedal and with its modern design it should last you a long time. View price information
Did you find this review helpful yes no. It has stereo ins and outs and an expression pedal input. It
has a few different modes of delay, echo and reverb. You can control the levels of each effect. Its in a
very durable twin pedal format. One footswitch turning the pedal on and off and the other being a
tap tempo and a warping function Ill cover later. UTILIZATION This is a very easy pedal to use. It
has separate controls for the reverb and delay. The reverb knobs include Bass, Treble and Reverb
Volume. Volume being the level of reverb. The delay controls include Repeat Rate, Intensity and
Echo volume. The Repeat rate is the same as the delay time. The intensity is the amount of repeats.
The pedal also has an input level that is active and controls your level if the pedal is on or off as well
as a peak level LED showing when you are overloading the unit. You can make this pedal go into
selfoscillation very easily. That brings me to the warp mode. When you hold the tap tempo down the
echo will start to oscillate and sound like someone is destroying the tape inside of an old echo unit.

The manual, like most Boss manuals, is very helpful in showing you every nook and cranny this pedal
has to offer. SOUND QUALITY The RE20 Space Echo is a great unit that does not kill tone and has
stellar sounding repeats. There is so much to be said about this pedal. Ive used it with a few
different guitars and amps and it seems to handle them all. Its truly a fantastic sounding echo unit.
OVERALL OPINION The thing I like most about this pedal is the ability to control both the reverb
and the delay separately to create a sonically pleasing delay tone. There are literally a million good
things I can say about this unit. Ive been extremely happy with it. Its really nice for the price and
sounds great with any rig. The warp mode is a nice little touch that is really fun to play with. I would
recommend this to anyone looking for something a little different in a delay. It is powered by the
power supply that comes with it and I believe there is no way to power it with a battery. This is not a
rack mountable piece of gear as it is a stomp box. UTILIZATION It only takes a small amount of time



to get used to the Boss RE20 Space Echo and to learn how to use everything. The pedal has a variety
of knobs including one to choose the mode, and then a whole slew of different parameters to control
the tone including for bass, treble, reverb volume, repeat rate, intensity, echo volume, and input
volume. It has two separate foot pedals and also has the ability to tap out the tempo which comes in
very handy for the delay effects. The manual for the Boss RE20 Space Echo is pretty informative but
I wouldn’t worry about it if you don’t have one as it is easy enough to use on its own. SOUND
QUALITY While the sound quality of the Boss RE20 Space Echo doesn’t match that of the original
classic Roland Space Echo, it still has an overall awesome sound to it.

The different types of reverb and delay effects are pretty endless with this unit thanks to all of the
different modes and parameters made available. I’ve used this pedal both for recording and live
shows and it has proved to be a superior pedal for any application. OVERALL OPINION I’ve only
been using Boss RE20 Space Echo for about six months but in that time I’ve really grown to love this
pedal. Not only is it extremely versatile, but pretty much all of the possibilities have a clean sound to
them and all sound pretty professional. While there is no replacing the original Space Echo, the Boss
RE20 Space Echo does a nice job of emulating the classic unit and making it available to those of us
who want that classic sound in the convenience of a digital pedal. Audio stereo jack connector.
UTILIZATION Pretty simple, clear manual, editing sounds easy despite an important point, the echo
does not remain fixed on the BPM set if you change the mode. First big downside of this pedal. Must
retype the tempo if we change the way so look for a sound that is hassle. SOUND QUALITY The
effects are realistic condition of not doing too much from the pedal self oscillation. Main negative
point of the pedal so, because this is what we want to echo space, going on self oscillation. Too bad
because the sound of the echo is beautiful reminds me of the intro to Eisbear Grauzone. I use synths,
samples. So line level. I bought it for adjustment of input gain exactly, but I think an analog echo
bear well to take line level. OVERALL OPINION I use it for a year. I TimeFactor of the eventide,
incomparable. The feature I like most the warmth and cleanliness of the echo. The feature I like
least, the terrible distortion self oscillation. The right pedal is not used much, the effect is
anecdotal.Theres a knob reverb but its stupid, there are the reverb as the sound goes, not the
echoes.Value average price. With the experience I would look on the side of electro harmonix.

I use in the studio so for me it does not matter much but it should be noted that like all the boss
pedals, it is made like a tank. Rotary, beautiful and comfortable, seem welded to the hull and can
probably kill someone if need be, without damaging it.I thought about selling it, but I keep it for
special effects. I think back a Kaossilator 2 inside particular, just to live the high end of my mixes, it
will be very good for that. White and Charley who go dub see sound 9 of 9 people found this review
helpful View price information Did you find this review helpful yes no. I think it will be better to
speak of DSP Digital Sound Processors.With a single DSP can be done much more functions a device
on a small semiconductor surface, what even a pure signal chip analog.Voil a small explication.Pour
the moment the sound quality suffers but is improving with increasing the size of memoirs. No
ditable computer. Model pedale.Connectique Jack. USE Config.simple two rows of buttons all
rglages directement.Edition of facile.Manuel sounds clear yes. SOUND QUALITY. Being sorry.
NOTICE GLOBAL. In progress. View price information Did you find this review helpful yes no
SOUND QUALITY I would say that contrary to other opinions, placed on the front with a distortion
before, its off solos, without digging the hearing tested live on a big stereo sound thats crazy. With
its clear, well come into the psychedelic world, pressure on the pedals right well proportioned twist
and leave your notes in detune floating simulation slowdown bandes.On Looks like its running, it
really is space.Question bypass, this is not true, but I do not feel any big difference with or without,
it is called acute loss of yes and no, a whawha kills 1525x more sound. Function only reverb is nice
without, but have it in troubleshoots. OVERALL OPINION I use it for 1 year, and I care. The pedal
has a number of knobs Specs for the precise site of Boss is a reference.



Presence of a very useful tap tempo and an expression pedal jack, the latter may be affiliated with
several parameters. It is also complicated by the selector in the center of the pedal to access various
programs division of time, nature of repetitions, add reverb or not. The manual is also clear, and will
help you discover the features of this pedal if you are not adventurous enough Once the general
operation decrypted, it is easy to get all the sounds you want, of course, if you are a fan of warm
sounds and therefore imprecise 70s80s! I have almost never used except in effects loop, it quickly
becomes an uncontrollable overdrive sound plugged directly. SOUND QUALITY I came out of a Boss
DD3 my first delay pedal and I wanted to have something more authentic, being a fan of the blessed
70s. At first, this pedal so I closed, between its successful imitation of an old analog echo and the
side of his architectural practice integrated tap tempo and expression pedal added. However, my ear
is doing as a measure of my experience, a sharp loss in the treble is felt when the pedal is engaged,
which can be annoying, especially when it is used to enhance a solo the booster, because the delay
paradoxically removes power to the sound. Be careful, this can be sought, its just not me. I have
almost never used the reverb pedal, preferring those generated by my Boss RV5. This pedal can be
at ease on records such as Police or U2; on sounds more typical Hard Rock or she can quickly
become unclear or too intrusive. That said, I keep a pretty good look at this pedal despite all these
reservations. OVERALL OPINION I use this pedal for a little over a year, and it made me great
service. I did not have much culture in delays was the time and I really wanted this one. We learn of
his past choices, and value for money would be much more valuable is a price a little lower in my
opinion. It remains to me a good pedal objectively.

6 of 6 people found this review helpful View price information Did you find this review helpful yes
no. I completely original tape, etc. I just wanted something good and varied simple to use allowing
more than other pedals. To start, adjustable input volume, for use between my Tech21 triac and a
power amp without any adjustment fortunately only 30w. Then, for use in parallel loop or mixer, it
can be 100p100 wet. Already at this stage other delays are worth it. Tap tempo of course, with the
tails ends when one bypasses repetition effect, very nice please. Onboard reverb, always useful as it
is adjustable, just like eq echo repetitions. Competition sinks more and more. With a passive
expression pedal is more flexible, Im using it to cut the delay while keeping the reverb. Noel koa.
UTILIZATION Using live without worry thanks to the AA battery power lesser concern for power
supply is disconnected and the boss turns on its batteries, not c.. Its simple to manage, and very
readable. That it is better to walk around the craft quietly at home eh. I use it probably 5p100
possibilities, a simple delay with reverb and basta Im a little ashamed huh. But the sound quality is
very good, not digital sounding at all, even if a memory toy EH impresses more punch and warmth
level. Anyway I am very happy with the results, leaving the right pedal down for a moment the sound
is accelerating as a magneto crazy cool. Considering the particularity of the craft he can not be
awarded the maximum score in fact. The price is low given its enormous potential, its sturdy and
apparently he my GP20 series for ages and its service is always impeccable, despite the inevitable
jostling. I can only recommend the trick. If your budget is too limited, memory eh toy is the best
choice but it is not the same thing, even from afar. The facias will still run after the original roland
space echo 201, strips the background noise and stuff. Of course!

3 of 5 people found this review helpful View price information Did you find this review helpful yes
no. Publishing of sound effects or is it easy. What instruments do you use. What thing do you like
most and least. Have you tried many other models before buying it. View price information Did you
find this review helpful yes no By using our services, you agree to our use of cookies. Find out more.
The pitch of the oscillating sound starts to fall, and the original echo sound returns. Nominal Output
Level 20 dBu Output Impedance 1 k. For EU Countries For Canada This Class B digital apparatus
meets all requirements of the Canadian InterferenceCausing Equipment Regulations. The site may
not work properly if you dont update your browser. If you do not update your browser, we suggest
you visit old reddit. Press J to jump to the feed.There are hidden modes and stuff in there worth



reading, including info on the original Space Echo. I put mine into the long mode that gives you
longer delays, which is really cool when youre using the multitap modes. I like it paired with position
10 on the mode selector, about 9 oclock on the repeat rate with some modulated reverb after it.
Sounds pretty sweet to my ears, friend.Put it on a PedalPower and you should be fine though. It
wont act up in a daisy chain unconditionally. No one needs to jump straight to an expensive isolated
power supply. Like, all the way. Youll know when you did it right. I liked some of the delay sounds,
but hated the reverb sounds. Eventually, I sold it and got a Malekko Ekko 616. Heres a song where I
used the ramping feature toward the middle. I really like how soft or out of control it can get,
depending on how long you keep your foot on it. I know their features are a lot different but Im
almost considering selling my el cap for one of these. Is the actual sound quality of the delay as
highly regarded. Honestly, the el cap has more features but the space echo is easier to use.

The el cap is way more clean as far as signal noise compared to the space echo, which can be noisy.
I still go between the two depending on my mood. I think the space echo is pretty monotone when
compared to the el cap, but thats not necessarily a bad thing. Both sound great but I definately use
my el cap more frequently. Either get both or stick with the el cap. You can reproduce the space
echo sound and more on the el cap and the general sound quality and reverb is better. I think its the
best delay shy of the el cap for blurry slushy delay stuff or snappy short delays. The one advantage
the RE20 definitely has is ease of use, but also less parameters too so its a double edge. All rights
reserved Back to top. Send report Read all 116 reviews Rate product VAT Dispatch expected by Thu,
13. August Available immediately Available immediately This item is in stock and can be dispatched
immediately.


